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Guess the Word

I’ve tricked those No Jetters!
I’ve taken away letters from this word.

C_n_i_e_t
I’m sure you won’t be able to 

guess what it is!



Guess the Word

I’ve tricked those No Jetters!
I’ve taken away letters from this word.

I’m sure you won’t be able to 
guess what it is!

Continent



Continents
You weren’t tricked by Grandmaster Glitch. 
A continent is a large piece of land often separated 
from other land by things like water or mountains. 
Earth has seven continents.

Great job, 
Go Jet Cadets!

Equator



Antarctica

Equator

Can you find the continent of Antarctica on the map? 

On lots of maps and globes, Antarctica is white. 
Why do you think that is?



Hot and Cold Places

Have you ever visited somewhere really hot?



Hot and Cold Places

How about somewhere really cold? 



Hot and Cold Places

What did you wear? 
What did you do there? 

Where do you like being best, 
somewhere hot or somewhere cold?



Hot and Cold Places

Lots of places are hot during the summer 
and cold during the winter.

Can you name any hot or cold places?



Hot and Cold Places
Geographic! Some places are cold all of the time. 
These places are at the top and bottom of the Earth. 
Other places are hot nearly all the time. These places 
are in the middle of the Earth.

Equator



The middle of the Earth is called the 
Equator. Most places at the Equator are 

very warm. However, if a location near the 
Equator is on very high ground, like on a 
mountain top, then it might still be cold.

Hot and Cold Places



Hot and Cold Places

This is Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania in 
Africa. Can you see the snow on it?



North and South
north

east

south

west

This is a compass and it explains the direction things 
are in. Today, we are going to be thinking about 
north and south.



Hemisphere

A sphere is a 3D shape like a ball. A 
hemisphere is half a ball shape. Earth is split 

into two hemispheres, the northern 
hemisphere and southern hemisphere. 

Northern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere



North Pole and South Pole
You may have heard of these places: the North 
and South Pole. The North Pole is in the 
northern hemisphere. The South Pole is in the 
southern hemisphere.

Equator



North Pole and South Pole
The areas around both the North and South 
Poles are sometimes called polar regions.

The North Pole is in an area called the 
Arctic. The Arctic is an area of frozen ocean. 

The South Pole is in an area called the 
Antarctic or Antarctica. Antarctica is an 
area of frozen land.

Both places are very cold all the time. 



Ubercorn’s ready with his funky facts to tell us lots 
more about Antarctica.

Glaciers

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-eyfs-ks1-go-jetters-continent-of-antarctica/zj9c382


Here is Ubercorn with his funky facts about the South 
Pole and some famous explorers. 

South Pole

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-eyfs-ks1-go-jetters-continent-of-antarctica/zj9c382


Here are some more of my funky facts 
about special places in Antarctica.



This is Port Lockroy base. It is a museum 
full of interesting things from Antarctica. 
Tourists can even send a postcard from it!

Port Lockroy

“penguin post office” by Christopher Michel is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cmichel67/16212799089/in/photolist-qGEQjM-hLc9XG-dMKxNB-DxMAgU-voLFbA-dUk95V-tSVHnn-dUk8YX-tAk7cu-h4Lehy-9rGAzB-aePBou-aePrry-aeLHUV-aePzRA-DPtvyE-af3MSu-aeZXbP-aePyqQ-bqUV3T-af3w1N-aeLF3g-aePvwY-DXzdm7-2dE6w7F-2dE6vxV-2eYjCCb-gcz6sV-2dE6vN4-DxMAbJ-DXzenA-DPtrLE-DPtsC9-DZTWRt-D3vhMz-DXzfxG-2f3VB9K-DZTYQP-DxMA5G-DZTXkV-D3vj7D-DxMCJE-gcyzdY-2eYjCKA-DrpRp8-D3b51b-DXzfN1-DXzfUU-5XvLUX-5YmETZ
https://www.flickr.com/photos/cmichel67/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


Mount Erebus

“Mount Erebus - from the sea ice” by Alan Light is licensed under CC BY 2.0

This is Mount Erebus. It is an active volcano,
which means that it can still erupt.
Mount Erebus last erupted in 2011.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/alan_light/5909429823/in/photolist-a1cnB6-DBHwgH-9CYKoQ-9Awq7S-9CVPCn-9CVP86-9CVNVp-9CYJPJ-9CVP4F-a5misU-a5ir3e-a5mi9E-a5iqDK-a5irfM-a5mi1w-2v6vx1-aDJrAH-iPLamq-92YjMb-iPGf1T-iPJan9-aDNzmC-aDNiZs-p87GZm-DJ5EWG-G1Y4D-GLvcYA-92VkCc-xHgFp-9ZJHMj-G2jq4-92Yhw9-TmdDNb-9ZJ9vW-G8AVE-9ZJcsM-9ZJbdt-9ZKdEz-9CoaUJ-9ZHYCe-aDSYqf-hJSRqQ-hVMpp3-aDNH1o-aDJKpF-aDNkSC-9ZJaXZ-9BEJQe-aDPaJx-9BEBt2
https://www.flickr.com/photos/alan_light/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


There are research bases on Deception 
Island where scientists carry out 
experiments. Tourists also visit the island.

Deception Island

“Deception Island Telefon Bay” by Gary Bembridge is licensed under CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/tipsfortravellers/46614972844/in/photolist-2e2cVom-dNj21L-2f3oiLw-pL29pu-dH6jHG-9ejBsN-22SeTa2-9ejBg9-JGXisY-6JnnkL-dNj235-6651rU-qGG4DT-QtENSX-dGZU42-9egwvP-SUM3ty-pLvX8o-abi9EZ-abm1cw-dGZUuB-dNj1WW-RhyhiX-24rtEga-2dE68Ai-24vD15r-4wWrH-2f889Ta-dMTKmn-dMTKrg-dNdron-dMZiBo-dMZiEd-dMZiCC-RhyGya-dMTKez-dMZiJQ-dMZiHm-dMZizU-dGZVep-2f3UKHk-24rtjUK-24rtEXR-65ZKB6-Rm1Kw7-2h3sPP7-dNdrrg-2dE5NxZ-Rksr7w-RhyFBF
https://www.flickr.com/photos/tipsfortravellers/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


Animals From Antarctica
Although it’s freezing in Antarctica, lots of 
animals live there. Here are some of them. 

Can you create your own funky 
facts about them and other animals 

that live in Antarctica?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-eyfs-ks1-go-jetters-continent-of-antarctica/zj9c382


To the Vroomster!

Would you like to visit the South Pole? If 
you went there on the Vroomster, what do 
you think you would need to take?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-eyfs-ks1-go-jetters-continent-of-antarctica/zj9c382
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